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Weekly newscast 

March 27th, 2015 
Lessons prepared by Barbara Edmondson & Justine Light 

 

  

Objectives of the weekly newscast lesson 
 
‐ to develop listening skills at the CLB 4 level 

 
‐ to increase vocabulary among learners 

 
‐ to increase knowledge of news stories 
 
- to provide a self‐study tool, as well as, an ESL classroom 
resource 
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News story #1  Intentional Plane Crash  

Do you fly often?  When you hear of a plane crash does it change your idea about how safe it is to fly?  

This story is about the most recent plane crash in the French Alps. 

Before you listen to the first news story, complete this vocabulary activity. It will help you to 

understand the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary      Match the words with their definitions. Answers are in the appendix. 

Answer Word Definition 

 1. prosecutor a) to not listen to or not pay attention to someone/something 

 2. copilot b) the front of a plane where the pilot sits 

 3. doomed c) a terrible accident or a situation that ends badly 

 4. cockpit d) to hit something hard, over and over again 

 5. intentionally e) a lawyer who goes to court against the accused 

 6. ignore f) person who helps fly a plane 

 7. frantic g) on purpose; deliberately 

 8. pounding h) extreme fear 

 9. terror i) will surely have a terrible future/end 

 10. tragedy j) with great energy, excitement or fear 

Extra definitions to help you understand the reading: 
required - needed 
crew – a group of people who work together (often on an airplane or ship) 

Now listen to the first news story from the audio file.  

Listening activity: Multiple Choice    Choose the best answer to complete the sentences.  

1) The co-pilot of the doomed Germanwings jet locked 

himself in the cockpit and __________________________.   

a) intentionally crashed the plane. 

b) tried to fly over the French Alps. 

2) The _______________________ shows Lubitz ignored the 

pilot's frantic pounding and the screams of the passengers. 

a) prosecutor  

b) cockpit voice recorder 

3) Lubitz deliberately took steps to _____________________ 

on Tuesday. 

a) fly the plane 

b) destroy the plane 

4) When the plane crashed all ___________ people on board 

died. 

a) 115  

b) 150 

5) The head of Germanwings says ____________________ 

chooses its pilots "very, very carefully”. 

a) the airline 

b) the co-pilot 

6) Now any Canadian airline carrying passengers __________ 

______ to have two crew members in the cockpit at all times. 

a) can choose  

b) will be required 

Discussion Question:   The co-pilot was found to be depressed.  Discuss how people view mental illness in 

your country and in Canada.  What are some ways we can help people who suffer from depression or 

another mental illnesses?
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News story #2 Alberta Dealing with a Deficit 

The Alberta Government is losing lots of money because of the low oil price.  How do you think they 

can make up this deficit (loss of money)?  This story is about what the government plans to do.  Before 

you listen to the second news story, complete this vocabulary activity. It will help you to understand 

the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary 

Use one of the vocabulary words below to complete the sentences. Answers are in the appendix. 

income Money made by a person; salary 

measures Policies or plans to accomplish something 

dramatic Sharp or serious 

deal with To cope with; to understand and work with 

hit To be affected by 

regime Government policy 

forecasting Predicting; guessing about the future 

deficit To make less money than what you need to spend; debt 

Extra definitions to help you understand the reading:  

levy – an amount of money to be collected (by government or an organization) 

flat tax – a tax that applies to everything  shell out – to have to pay 

The Alberta Government relies on oil revenue for _____________________.  When the oil prices are 

low, the government has to __________________ financial problems.   If advisors are 

____________________ the government budget to be a __________________ then the government 

must make _____________________ changes to its spending plan.  An example of such 

___________________ might be to increase taxes or cut jobs.  Areas that will be 

___________________ by these measures most will suffer the most loss (money or jobs.)  By creating 

a tax __________________ the government will be able to make some money to pay for its programs. 

Now listen to the second news story from the audio file. 

Listening Activity: True/False 

Decide whether the statements below are true or false.  Answers are in the appendix. 

1. ____ Smokers, drinkers, drivers and low income earners will need to pay more. 

2. ____ The Alberta Government introduced new measures on Thursday to deal with the low oil prices. 

3. ____ About 20 000 full time positions will be cut. 

4. ____ Alberta Heath Services will lose the most employees. 

5. ____ The PC government will start a more progressive tax regime. 

6. ____ The PC government is not going to bring in a health care levy. 

7. ____ The government still predicts to lose about $5 million next year. 

Discussion Question   

What measures do you think the government should take to balance the budget?  What do you think 

are the most important services the government provides?  How can the government cut back? 
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News story #3 A Red Panda comes to Edmonton 

Where are pandas from?  Have you ever heard of or seen a red panda?  This story is about a red panda 

that has come to the Edmonton Valley Zoo. 

Before you listen to the third news story, complete this vocabulary activity. It will help you 

to understand the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary 

Choose the group of synonyms (words with similar meaning) that best match each of the vocabulary 
words.  Answers are in the appendix. 

Answer Word from the story Related words 

 1)   newest a)   save 
       keep 

 2)  resident b)   seriously 
       alarmingly 

 3)  conserve c)    threatened   
        facing extinction 

 4)  species d)   most recent 
       latest 

 5)   critically e)   breed 
       type of animal 

 6)  endangered f)    free 
       natural 

 7)   wild g)   citizen 
       habitant 

 

Now listen to the third news story from the audio file. 

Listening:  Information transfer – take notes about Rina and about what Krasnow says 

 
Rina 

- 
- 
- 
- 

Krasnow 
 
Who is he? 
What does he say 
about pandas? 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Activity: Compare your answers with your partner.  Use your notes to retell the story. 

Discussion Question:  Have you ever been to the zoo in Edmonton?  Do you think zoos are a 

good idea?  Why? 
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Language Focus 

The future tenses and their use 

1. Will future – we use will to express an assumption or a spontaneous action (result of something) 

 will + infinitive 

“As a result of the Germanwings tragedy, any Canadian airline carrying passengers 

will be required to have two crew members in the cockpit at all times.” 

  

2. Going to – used to express a planned action in the future; or an obvious consequence 

 going to + infinitive 

 I am going to be late tomorrow because I have a doctor appointment. 

 

3. Present Simple – used to explain something that is unchangeable (time table or schedule). 

 Infinitive (s) 

 My English class starts at 9:00am tomorrow. 

 

4. Present progressive – used when the action for the future has been planned 

 be (am/is/are) + verb + ing 

 We are going on holidays in August. 

 

5. Future progressive – used when the action will definitely be happening in the future 

 Will + be + verb + ing 

 I will be going back to work after summer vacation. 

 

6. Future perfect – when something will have happened before a certain time in the future 

 Will + have + past participle 

 I will have finished my homework by the time you get home. 

 

 

Listen to the second story again.   

Can you hear the future tense?  Which future tense is being used?   

Answers are in the appendix. 

 

Now try to make your own sentences using each of the six tenses above. 
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Transcripts of Weekly news stories 

 MARCH 27TH WEEKLY NEWS STORIES  TIME 

Introduction Hi, this is Don Bell. You’re listening to Learning English with CBC for 

March 27th. 

0:00 

Story 1 
A French prosecutor says the co-pilot of the doomed Germanwings jet 

locked himself in the cockpit and "intentionally" sent the plane full speed 

into a mountain in the French Alps.   The prosecutor says the cockpit 

voice recorder shows Andreas Lubitz ignored the pilot's frantic pounding 

on the door and the screams of terror from passengers as he deliberately 

took steps to destroy the plane on Tuesday -- killing all 150 people 

aboard. The head of Germanwings says the airline chooses its pilots 

"very, very carefully" and has no idea why the co-pilot would have 

crashed the plane. As a result of the Germanwings tragedy, any Canadian 

airline carrying passengers will be required to have two crew members in 

the cockpit at all times. 

0:12 

Story 2 
Smokers, drinkers, and drivers as well high income earners will pay more 

thanks to new measures introduced on Thursday by the Alberta 

government to deal with a dramatic fall in the price of oil.  About 2,000 

full time positions will also be cut, with Alberta Health Services being hit 

the hardest.  The governing Progressive Conservatives are getting rid of 

the ten per cent flat tax in favour of a more progressive tax regime and 

bringing in a health care levy. Drivers filling up at the pump will pay 4 

cents a litre and people will have to shell out more for cigarettes and 

alcohol.  Despite these measures, the government is still forecasting a $5 

billion deficit.   Alberta will remain the only province without a sales tax.   

1:27 

Story 3 
It was a long trip for Rina the red panda. She has made the move from 

Japan to become the newest resident of Edmonton's Valley Zoo.  Wade 

Krasnow, the zoo's team leader for animal care, says it’s to help conserve 

the species, and to help people learn more about red pandas and what is 

happening to them. Krasnow says red pandas are critically endangered. 

There are only about 10,000 left in the wild.  Rina joins two other red 

pandas at the zoo, Pip, a female, and Calvin, a male.  Krasnow says Calvin 

is glad to now have two girlfriends. 

2:40 
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Answer keys 

News story 1 

Vocabulary 

Answer Word Definition 

e 1. prosecutor a) to not listen to or not pay attention to someone/something 

f 2. copilot b) the front of a plane where the pilot sits 

i 3. doomed c) a terrible accident or a situation that ends badly 

b 4. cockpit d) to hit something hard, over and over again 

g 5. intentionally e) a lawyer who goes to court against the accused 

a 6. ignore f) person who helps fly a plane 

j 7. frantic g) on purpose; deliberately 

d 8. pounding h) extreme fear 

h 9. terror i) will surely have a terrible future/end 

c 10. tragedy j) with great energy, excitement or fear 

 

Listening 

1) The co-pilot of the doomed Germanwings jet locked 

himself in the cockpit and __________________________.   

a) intentionally crashed the plane. 

b) tried to fly over the French Alps. 

2) The _______________________ shows Lubitz ignored the 

pilot's frantic pounding and the screams of the passengers. 

a) prosecutor  

b) cockpit voice recorder 

3) Lubitz deliberately took steps to _____________________ 

on Tuesday. 

a) fly the plane 

b) destroy the plane 

4) When the plane crashed, all ___________ people on board 

died. 

a) 115  

b) 150 

5) The head of Germanwings says ____________________ 

chooses its pilots "very, very carefully”. 

a) the airline 

b) the co-pilot 

6) Now any Canadian airline carrying passengers __________ 

______ to have two crew members in the cockpit at all times. 

a) can choose  

b) will be required 

 

News story 2 

Vocabulary 

The Alberta Government relies on oil revenue for   income  .  When the oil prices are low, the 

government has to  deal with   financial problems.   If advisors are forcasting  the government budget 

to be a  deficit   then the government must make   dramatic  changes to its spending plan.  An example 

of such    measures   might be to increase taxes or cut jobs.  Areas that will be   hit  by these measures 

most will suffer the most loss (money or jobs.)  By creating a tax  regime  the government will be able 

to make some money to pay for its programs. 
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Listening 

1. __F__ Smokers, drinkers, drivers and low income earners will need to pay more. 

2. __T__ The Alberta Government introduced new measures on Thursday to deal with the low oil 

prices. 

3. __F__ About 20 000 full time positions will be cut. 

4. __T__ Alberta Heath Services will lose the most employees. 

5. __T__ The PC government will start a more progressive tax regime. 

6. __F__ The PC government is not going to bring in a health care levy. 

7. __F__ The government still predicts to lose about $5 million next year. 

 

News story 3 

Vocabulary 

Answer Word from the story Related words 

d 1)   newest a)   save 
       keep 

g 2)  resident b)   seriously 
       alarmingly 

a 3)  conserve c)    threatened   
        facing extinction 

e 4)  species d)   most recent 
       latest 

b 5)   critically e)   breed 
       type of animal 

c 6)  endangered f)    free 
       natural 

f 7)   wild g)   citizen 
       habitant 

 

Listening 

 
Rina 

- Red Panda 
- Moved from Japan to Edmonton 
- Newest resident of Edmonton’s Valley Zoo 
- Joins 2 other pandas at the zoo 

Krasnow 
Who is he? 
What does he say 
about pandas? 

- The zoo’s team leader for animal care 
- Says this will help conserve red pandas 
- Red pandas are endangered 
- There are only about 10 000 left in the wild 
- Calvin the male red panda will now have two girlfriends 
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Language Focus 

Smokers, drinkers, and drivers as well high income earners will pay more thanks to new measures 

introduced on Thursday by the Alberta government to deal with a dramatic fall in the price of oil.  

About 2,000 full time positions will also be cut, with Alberta Health Services being hit the hardest.  The 

governing Progressive Conservatives are getting rid of the ten per cent flat tax in favour of a more 

progressive tax regime and bringing in a health care levy. Drivers filling up at the pump will pay 4 cents 

a litre and people will have to shell out more for cigarettes and alcohol.  Despite these measures, the 

government is still forecasting a $5 billion deficit.   Alberta will remain the only province without a 

sales tax.   

 


